
THOMAS WILT III
"TIM"

Age 80, of Thousand Oaks,
California,  passed  away
peacefully on June 19, 2023,
surrounded  by  his  three
children and family.  Tim was
born April 07, 1943, and grew
up  in  Pittsburgh
Pennsylvania,  one  of  the  six
children of  Thomas B.  Wilt  II
and  Catherine  Steffen  Wilt.
Tim  graduated  from  St.
Bernard’s  Catholic  High
School  in  Mt.  Lebanon,
Pennsylvania  and  attended
the University of Dayton. Tim

had a highly successful career as a business executive in the
Cable Television Industry. He thoroughly enjoyed a happy and
wonderful life in his treasured community of Thousand Oaks
with  his  wife  Kathleen.  They  enjoyed  walking  the
neighborhood or The Oaks Mall, playing bingo, weekend trips
throughout California, visits to Colorado, playing online poker
and trips to Las Vegas and ANY casino nearby at the time,
watching  old  movies,  researching  genealogy  and  always
rooting for the Pittsburgh Steelers.

Tim  is  joining  his  beloved  wife  of  55  years,  Kathleen
(Kathy/Cooper)  who  preceded  him in  death  in  September
2019.  Tim  will  be  loved  and  forever  missed  by  his  three
children,  son  Tim  Jr  and  Melanie  Wilt  of  Simi  Valley,
California.  Daughter  Jennifer  and  Phillip  Telitz  of  Colorado
Springs,  Colorado  and  son  Chris  and  Kim  Wilt  of  Parker,
Colorado,  who  are  happy  that  their  parents  are  together
again. Cherished Pop Pop to his seven grandchildren, Jessica
of Washington, DC and Emma of Boston, Matt, Rachel and
Mike of Colorado, Springs, and Ryan of Denver and Ashley of
Oceanside. Preceding Tim in death are parents Thomas and
Catherine and his brothers Bob, Pete and Bill.  Missing him
greatly are Tim’s remaining siblings, sister Judith of Boston
and brother Jerry and Mary Jo of Houston. Also missing Tim
is  his  wife’s  family,  The  Adair  Family  of  Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania.

Tim was an amazingly positive and always happy guy, who
was  kind  to  everyone  he  met.  He  will  forever  be
remembered for his happy spirit and kindness.
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